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B A CKGRO U N D :

Say whaaa??

A common
method for
discovering
useful drugs
some small
and targets is
molecule
large phenotypic screens,
in which mice
are treated
with a compound from a large library and we look to see
what happens to them. When an interesting phenotypr is
found, the challenge is to identify what protein or proteins
the molecule bound to to make it happen. There are ways
of doing this, but all have their drawbacks.
Create a structurally diverse library of
about 60 compounds, each bearing
the alkyl group and the diazirine group. Treat a prostate
cancer cell line with the molecules, irradiate with UV to
crosslink, then lyse.
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Each
molecule
takes a sweep
through the
cells like a
radar, seeking
potential
targets.

A PP RO A CH :

An improvement in target identification: send in the molecules armed to
both covalently attach the proteins they bind and also
report back what they find through fluorescence or
enrichment via an alkyne handle that can be derivatized
via copper-catalyzed azide−alkyne cycloaddition. This
has been attempted to some extent with the UV
cross-linking agent benzophenone, the huge honkin’
beast on the left. The authors predicted that the much
smaller and more synthetically flexible diazirine cross-linker
would allow greater structural diversity in the library and
less steric intrusion in the binding events.
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One of the toughest problems in this sort of
work is to determine what hits are significant. There is a lot of background, and protein abundance varies wildy. The authors cleverly picked a fairly
promiscuous library member with no real outstanding
targets (3) as a benchmark for background, and compared the other molecules to it using heavy and light
isotope labeling for side-by-side comparison. If a test
molecule pulled out more than 3x more of a protein than
the control molecule pulled out, the protein was considvered a hit. Compounds 24 and 31 are shown as examples.
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Adding biotin to
the alkyne allows
enrichment and
identification of
targets by mass
spectrometry
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Adding a
fluorophore to
the alkyne
allows in-gel
fluorescence to
show how many
hits there might be.
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9 hits!

The improvements in in situ target identification through both library design and clever

C ONC LUS I O N S : use of mass spectrometry techniques has enabled something pretty interesting. The

challenge now is to apply it to phenotypic screens of whole animals. With this we can ask: What are all of the
proteins engaged by a particular library member? What molecules might we find that bind to protein targets
with no previously known ligands? What protein or proteins caused that mouse to blossom? We are a good step
closer to addressing these and other pressing scientific questions.

